
C-020-001

Comment noted. See the responses below.
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C-020-002

Please see Chapter 8 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report for

descriptions and exhibits of transit service and rider connections in the

Montlake interchange area with the Preferred Alternative.  This

discussion includes a review of transit vehicle operations and rider

experience at the Montlake Triangle (or Montlake Multimodal Center).

 

C-020-003

SDEIS Chapter 1, Introduction to the Project, described the Trans-Lake

Washington Study, which was initiated in 1997 to examine a range of

potential modes and routes for crossing Lake Washington, including

high-capacity transit in the form of light rail or bus rapid transit. That

study led to an extended series of environmental evaluations and

planning studies, all with active public and stakeholder participation. In

2000, WSDOT, Sound Transit, FHWA, and the Federal Transit

Administration initiated the Trans-Lake Washington Project EIS, which

developed and applied screening criteria to the initial alternatives under

consideration. The screening process reached the conclusion that I-90,

rather than SR-520, would be the initial east-west corridor for high-

capacity transit across Lake Washington. Since then, Sound Transit has

moved ahead with its own environmental evaluation and design process

for a light rail transit line, East Link, that will connect downtown Seattle

with the Eastside communities and provide connectivity with Seattle-

Tacoma International Airport via the existing Central Link light rail line.

The 6-lane alternative evaluated in the SDEIS is designed to

accommodate light rail in the future, should a decision be made to use

SR 520 as a second high-capacity transit route across Lake Washington.

Chapter 2 of the Final EIS provides further detail on the range of

alternatives WSDOT considered, and why some alternatives were not

brought forward for environmental evaluation in the Supplemental and

Final EIS documents. Also see the Range of Alternatives and Options

Evaluated Report (Attachment 8 to the SDEIS).
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